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1. WATER FILLING
Fill both shisha (hookah) glass parts with water as shown in
the picture:
shisha corpus: approx 0,7 l
stand Mirage: approx 10 l
stand Mirage Grande: approx a 17,5 l

!

Use distilled water to fill the glass stand to prevent
sedimentation of the glass with mineral sediments and the
shisha stays clean for a long time.

!

Make sure the water surface never exceeds the level
marked in the picture.

! Always replace water in the shisha corpus after smoking.
Tip: Use cool water and several ice cubes to make the smoke
much finer.
2. SHISHA (HOOKAH) SETUP
WATER COLOURING
Add 10 spoons of blue dye in the distilled water in Mirage
stand (17 spoons for Mirage Grande). Both dyes are food
certified.
Add 2 spoons of yellow dye in the corpus water

!

Use always the same spoon for each dye to prevent mixing
a different shade.
Place the shisha glass corpus in the glass stand, so that
there would be a safe silicone spacer pulled over the bottom
side of the shisha corpus in between the both parts.
If you have the shisha with Chameleon lamp, place the
shisha onto the lamp. Good shisha stability stays
unaffected.

!

If you use Chameleon lamp, never colour the distilled water
in the shisha stand, so that the colour spectrum may glow in
all its splendour.
Total height Mirage: 65 cm / 25.6"
Total height Mirage Grande: 90 cm / 35.4"

3. WASHABLE HOSE SETUP
Screw the hose holder (4) in between the rotary hose
socket (1) and the joint connector (2.“Classic” or
3.“Comfort”).
! The rotary hose socket (1) allows free, circling movement
around the shisha pipe without affecting its stability (for
example when sharing a single hose by more users).
Screw the hose glass handle (5) in the other NON-rotary
hose socket.
A male plastic tip may be inserted into the hose handle.
Hose types:
Hose “Classic”:
a hose equipped with a joint connector “Classic”
– without a check-valve.
Hose “Comfort”:
a hose equipped with a joint connector “Comfort”
– with a built-in check-valve.
Tip: The high quality silicone filling in the hose allows to use
the very same hose for different kinds of flavored tobacco
without undesirable mixing of individual tastes.
Hose length: 170 cm / 66.9"

4. SHISHA CORPUS SETUP
Put the head through the stainless steel tray into the upper
ground glass mouth of the shisha corpus.
According to your need and individual shisha type, insert the
following into the smoothed side openings of glass corpus:
1. hose “Comfort”, 2. hose “Classic”, 3. air valve, 4.
(blinding) plug.
! Make sure the joint connectors are screwed in the rotary
hose socket. If not, permanent damage of the glass corpus
may occur!
Individual Shisha (Hookah) Types:
Mono: a shisha with a hose “Classic” equipped with an
air valve.
Duality Classic: a shisha with two hoses “Classic” equipped
with an air valve.
Trinity Classic: a shisha with three hoses “Classic” equipped
with an air valve and a (blinding) plug.
Duality Comfort: a shisha with two hoses “Comfort”
equipped with a (blinding) plug.
Trinity Comfort: a shisha with three hoses
“Comfort” equipped with two (blinding) plugs.
Tip: An air valve may be also used as a (blinding) plug.
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5. HEAD (BOWL) SETUP
Screw the glass tube into the head and insert the lower
stainless steel screen filter into the head.
Fill the head with flavored tobacco:
1. Standard head (Lebanese type):
volume: 7-10g = 50-70 min. of smoking.
2. Extra large head (Egyptian type):
volume: 20-25g = 70-100 min. of smoking.

1. Standard head

3. Use a stainless steel tobacco tamper to spread
tobacco evenly along the whole head (extra large head
only) surface to make it levelled.

!

2 mm
DISTANCE

Do not compact the tobacco hard, but place it gently
inside the head, so that an even shisha draught is not
affected.
Put the upper stainless steel screen filter for coal into the
head.

!

Make sure there is a hole of approx 2 mm in between the
tobacco layer and the upper screen filter, so that tobacco
is not burned onto the lower side of the upper screen filter.
Heat up the charcoal red (recommended natural coal
made from coconut shells or olive wood) and insert it into
the upper screen filter.
The head reaches its optimum operating temperature in 2
min. and the shisha is ready to be smoked.

Tip: The tobacco tamper is designed to be used also for
carrying and serving hot charcoal into the prepared
shisha head.

3.
2. Extra large head

2 mm
DISTANCE
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6. SMOKE REMOVAL FROM
SHISHA
If a running shisha is not used for a while (more than
about 3 min.), the accumulated smoke becomes
unpleasant and needs to be removed from the shisha
corpus:
1. “Comfort” version:
Pull out two hoses out of the shisha corpus and blow out
the corpus through the side openings.
2. “Classic” version:
Blow out the shisha corpus with the use of the hose. The
accumulated smoke in the shisha is removed through the
air valve.

7. AFTER SMOKING...
After smoking remove the remains of charcoal out of the
head and leave the shisha cool down for at least 30 min.
Only afterwards the shisha is ready to be cleaned or its
water replaced.

!

When handle a hot shisha, its permanent damage may
occur or you may get burned by the hot head.
To remove the head from a cooled down (!) shisha use
the stainless steel tray following the procedure described
in the picture.
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8. CLEANING
To clean the shisha glass corpus use approx 1 spoonful
of a cleaning agent “Cleaner”.
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Produce thick foam with the use of a big brush (1.) and
clean the corpus inner side with circling movements.
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Handle brush (2.) is designed to clean the glass handle.
Again, use Cleaner.
Smaller head brushes (3.) are designed for the head tube
cleaning. Again apply Cleaner.
Use the scrubbing pad (4.) only to remove burnt impurity
inside the shisha head.
If necessary, “Comfort” version hose joint connector and
an air valve may be cleaned in plastic boxes (5.) by
submerging them into water with Cleaner. Shake the box
thoroughly after approx 12 hours. Wash the glass
component in a stream of water and leave to dry.
The hose may be washed by water together with the
cleaning agent anytime. The silicone filling of the hose
makes it highly resistant and meet high hygiene
requirements.
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9. ON-LINE REGISTRATION
2.

Check the manufacturing number of your shisha on
MEDUSE DESIGN website (www.medusepipes.com).
After registration you have access to information and
interesting offers only available to club members.
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